**RING TOSS**
Create an area for your game and set up some poles or sticks into the ground sticking up. Or why not use bottles instead? Then using some 'rings' which can be made using rope and tape or cardboard see if you can get a ring over the target. Make each target worth a different amount of points. See who can get the most amount of points to win a prize!

**DUCK APPLE**
Get a bucket or a large basin or bowl and fill with water. Then get a bag of apples and allow them to float in the water. See how many you can grab using your teeth only in a set amount of time. Always wise to have a towel to hand. Adult supervision recommended.

**GARDEN BOWLS**
Simply fill the bottom of the plastic bottles up about 4 inches with the sand or stones to give them some sturdiness, the more full the harder to knock down. Paint the bowling pins any colours you want! A great way to get the kids involved too. Set them up in a triangle shape like in the real thing. You can either bowl using your hands or make it harder by making it football bowling instead. Each person gets two attempts to knock down all 10 pins. Person with the most points at the end wins.

*we advise adult supervision for all suggested children's games*
TEDDY BEARS PICNIC GAME FOR KIDS

**LAWN TWISTER**
You will need some grass, some water soluble paint in four different colours. Simply paint 4 rows of 6 circles - each row a different colour and voila! you have a twister board right on your lawn. Remember this will need advance planning to allow it to dry in time for your guests.

**ICE BLOCK TREASURE HUNT**
Something to keep the cubs occupied for hours, just like the cubs in our sanctuaries. You will need a big container to freeze a big block of water in. Add in 'treasure' (toys or sweets) to the water and freeze it. Let the kids find ways to see who can get into the treasure the fastest. Maybe you could even allocate one tool to a team for them to use.

*Our bear 'Lolly' eating her ice lolly filled with treasured fruit*

**THE HUMAN BUBBLE**
You do need a paddling pool for this activity and a hula hoop! Fill up the paddling pool with water and add some 'bubble solution'. Make the bubble solution the night before and let it sit for extra strength. When you’re ready for the fun to begin, have a child stand in the centre of the pool. With the hula hoop already in the bubble solution, quickly lift the hula hoop up. It’s easier with two people doing this, one on each side.

*Our cubs 'Misty' and 'Rain' love their bubble baths in the paddling pool*

*We advise adult supervision for all suggested children's games*